FUCK Token Whitepaper v1.0
Built on the Ethereum Blockchain

Welcome to a world where everyone gives a FUCK. Dozens of ICOs are popping up
daily, all with empty promises of how they will change the world. They spew
enticing buzzwords and confusing rhetoric just to make you invest in their idea.
With FUCK tokens, we present a unique opportunity to express how you really feel.
Cryptocurrencies are breaking down the barriers of society, revolutionizing
currency as we know it and FUCK token is at the forefront of the fight.
In today’s society, we have an epidemic where millions of people have no fucks to
give. With our ERC-20 FUCK token we have solved the “lack of FUCKs” problem. Tip
your friends 0.001 FUCKs, or 1 FUCK, it doesn’t matter how many FUCKs you give.
All that matters is you are contributing something to society.
Vision
We envision an ecosystem where FUCKs are distributed through tips. You laughed
at a shitpost on Reddit? Show them your appreciation by giving a FUCK. Your friend
is sulking about his marital problems? Give him a FUCK or two and watch his smile
brighten up. Being cyber-bullied for being a crypto nerd? Send them 10,000 digital,
decentralized, middle fingers with FUCK token. Remember, we are here to make the
world a better place.
Team
While this is a massive vision, FUCK token has an experienced and enthusiastic team
who are ready to make this vision a reality. We are determined to see FUCKs
distributed throughout the community.
Tip Bot
We are currently developing a tip bot that can send FUCKs to anyone on Reddit, on
any subreddit. Integration into Slack, Twitter, and Twitch are also in the works and
we expect widespread adoption of FUCK token. By tipping FUCKs, you are not only
contributing to the FUCK token ecosystem, you are indirectly exposing newcomers
to the Ethereum network. Imagine a world where thousands of FUCKs are given
every minute.
Technical Specifications
Formal Name: FUCK Token or “FUCKtoken”
Symbol: FUCK
Decimals: 4
Initial Supply: 70,856,775.0000 FUCKs
ASCII to Decimal: “FUCK” --> “70 85 67 75”
Growth rate: 7.0 newly issued FUCKs are rewarded to Ethereum miners per ETH
block mined by using merged mining.
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Initial Coin Offering
In order to bring FUCK token into the mainstream, we are raising funds through an
ICO. Most exchanges require a 3 BTC (approximately $8,100 or 29 ETH) fee for
listing, and we would like to see FUCK token initially listed on four or more
exchanges.
Allocation of Funds
Our presale goal is 10 ETH.
Our ICO goal is 400 ETH.
40% will be used for exchange fees.
35% will be used for external developer funds.
25% will be retained by employees for operational costs.

22,000,000.0000 FUCK tokens will be sold during the initial sale period.
20,000,000.0000 FUCK tokens will be distributed as bounties.
1,000,000.0000 FUCK tokens were distributed during the airdrop.
7,000,000.0000 FUCK tokens were distributed for work bounties prior to pre-sale.
21,000,000.0000 FUCK tokens will be held by the development team.
Any leftover bounty tokens will be reserved for future ICOs and product
development. If the ICO goal is not reached, the remainder of the 20 million ICO
tokens will be listed on exchanges.
Sale Period
Presale began June 20th and ended June 25th. 2,000,000 FUCK tokens were sold.
ICO will begin July 13th, 2 PM EST and end July 30th, 2 PM EST.

FUCK token ICO price:
0.00002 ETH per FUCK token
For easier understanding, this equates to 0.2 ETH per 10,000 FUCK token or 1 ETH
per 50,000 FUCK token.
ICO will end either when 20,000,000 FUCKs are distributed or July 30th, 2 PM EST
whichever comes first. We will deploy a smart contract that has a hard cap of
20,000,000 FUCK tokens and post the address on our official website,
http://fucktoken.io/.
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Road Map
2017

July 13th, 2 PM EST: Initial Coin
Offering

2018
January: FUCK token support on Slack,
Twitter and Twitch

August: FUCK token listing on
exchanges and tip bot beta testing

January-July: FUCK token listed on
multiple exchanges

September: Tip bot live on Reddit

July-December: FUCK token support
on most social media platforms

Closing Remarks
We look forward to the future of FUCK token. We will be updating our roadmap as
we discover new cases for FUCK token and plan to implement them. Our home base
for questions and concerns is reddit.com/r/FuckToken or FUCK token slack, so feel
free to ask away or send us an email. We promise we’ll give a fuck.

Media inquiries: media@fucktoken.io
Question/comments: support@fucktoken.io
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